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The list price of these columns is 5125 each. The net professional price is S75 each F.O.B., Newark, New Jersey. Contact your nearest sales representative for further information and a demonstration.
We are establishing a national network of representatives; here are some of them:
Earl Johnston, Vernon, Connecticut.
Red Bates, Indian Orchard, Massachusetts.
Dick Jones, Hicksville, Long Island, New York.
Dick Leger, Warren, Rhode Island.
The Record Center, Chicago, Illinois.
Norm Merrbach, Houston, Texas.
Callers' Supply Co., Los Angeles, California.
Old Timer Record Co., Phoenix, Arizona.
Max Engle's Square Dance Shop, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Ed Preslar's Square Dance Shop, Louisville 14, Kentucky.
Dance Record Center, Newark, New Jersey.
Eb Jenkins, Silver Springs, Maryland.
Some territories are still open.

SOUND COLUMNS
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A sound column makes it possible to project echo and reverberation free sound of
even intensity directly to the listener at an
effective power gain ratio of approximately
9 to 1. This means that by using a sound
column projection system you will give the
listener 9 times as much power as you
would normally expect to receive from a
sound system using conventional loud
speakers.
A 10 watt amplifier will deliver more
sound through a sound column to a given
spot on the floor than a 50 watt system
using 4 conventional loud speakers.
This revolutionary concept in sound projection is already being used throughout
Europe and is rapidly being accepted
throughout the Eastern States. Locations
such as gymnasiums, swimming pools,
rooms with tile walls, and bad auditoriums
offer NO PROBLEMS when using a sound
column system.

A sound column radiates a concentrated
beam of sound 120 degrees horizontal by
approximately 25 degrees vertical. One
sound column will cover an area 90 feet by
120 feet and is limited to 30 watts of input power. This will give you the effective
delivery sound on the floor of approximately 270 watts. You can readily understand
therefore, that 10 watts would be about as
much as you could stand in a small enclosure. For rooms of greater area than 90
feet by 120 feet, 2 columns would be the
limit. The maximum input power in that
case would be 60 watts. We suggest however you try a maximum of 25 watts for
dance assemblies up to 200 squares.
One of the amazing properties of sound
columns is that the caller can stand between
2 columns or slightly in front and there will
be NO feedback howl. This obviously
eliminates completely the need for monitors.
Pat. Pend.

National Sales Representatives for Temple Sound Columns

FLK ENTERPRISES
1159 BROAD STREET, NEWARK 14, N.J. — MARKET 2-0024

OUT' of the MAIL BAG.
Dear Arvid:

BRAND
NEW
NO. 8176
SISTER KATE

Caller: Bill Peters
San Jose, Calif.
Music: Able's Square Notes
Richmond, Calif.

NO. 8177
YES SIR

Caller: Johnny Schultz
Phoenix, Ariz.
Music: Jerry Jacka Trio
Phoenix, Ariz.

Please renew our subsription to your
terrific. AMERICAN SQUARES. We
have been Square Dancing for six
years but AMERICAN SQUARES is
fairly new to us. We have only been
reeiving it for one year. We do receive other publications, but I must
say next to our own "New England
Caller" yours is tops.
Ted enjoys using your Workshop
material (sometimes the same day as
he gets it) and I enjoy your feature
articles. I low about running an article
on party fun for club dances? We are
always looking for new ideas.
Betty and Ted Perkins,
Waterford, Conn.
Keep reading SQUARES. We're planning several articles on "party fun
for club dances" for publication in
the near future.

Dear Arvid:
Have enjoyed reading your complimentary AMERICAN SQUARES.
Your copies sold me. Don't know how
I got along without it. Your Workshop and ideas on dancing and tips
for callers and dancers alike, I like!
Keep up the good work and may you
have another 17 years of publication.
Al Ramos,
Napa, Calif.

all flips
*
send 4c stamp for
complete listing

OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon
Phoenix 14, Ariz.
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Dear Arvid:
Please renew our subsription. Don't
know what we'd do without your wonderful magazine. We look forward to
it every month.
Tell Mr. Kaltman "thanks" for his
Record Reviews. They have certainly
been a great help to us in selecting
records for our Platter Club.
Here's to another successful year!
Lorraine and Pete Peterson,
Palos Park, Ill.

Dear Arvid:
AMERICAN SQUARES is not only
the oldest publication in the Square
Dance field, it is one of the most interesting. Your hints on solving current problems are most helpful, even
to callers who have been at it a long
time. I thought your article in the
January issue headlined "Rejected' was
very well worded and explained the
case of "made squares" quite adequately.
May I add a suggestion which I
find does help (especially in club
work). Ask the dancers to get up on
the floor in pairs (two couples) instead of threes as usually happens.
They can still form their "made
squares" if they insist but without

q::,.‘31111VSNINIENIEWO
COVER TALK

You can tell a book by its cover.
It's easy to spot bowlers, golfers, fishermen, campers, other hobbyists, and,
of course, Square Dancers. People
know you are a Square Dancer by
your attire. Create a good public image of our hobby by the way you
dress — colorfully and tastefully. Be
proud you're a Square Dancer.

JUST RELEASED
BOB VAN ANTWERP
No. 909-A

"LITTLE GIRL"
with call by Bob
flip instrumental
FENTON "JONESY" JONES
No. 910-A

"AVALON"
with call by "Jonesy"
flip instrumental
JERRY HELT
No. 911-A

"SUSIE"
with call by Jerry
flip instrumental
BILL BALL
No. 912-A

"JOHN HENRY"
with call by Bill
flip instrumental

embarrassment. It also prevents hands
being held up all over the floor, each
set looking for one couple.
Personally my wife and I, when
dancing, like to move around. We
meet more nice people that way.
Mery Murphy,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

ROUND DANCE
No. 913-A
"CUDDLIN' SONG"
No. 913-B
"THE JUXTA WALK"
Music by FRANK MESSINA
and THE MAVERICKS

Dear Arvid:
AMERICAN SQUARES continues
to improve month by month. I congratulate you on your excellent
handling of this important Square
Dance publication.
Eddie East,
Timonium, Md.

MAC GREGOR
RECORDS
729 S. Western Avenue
Los Angeles 5, California
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GOT THE STAY AT
HOME BLUES?
PUT ON YOUR
DANCING SHOES
"LADY BE GOOD"

"YOU ALONE"

with call by Johnny Davis

with call by Earl Johnston

flip instrumental

flip instrumental

GR 12043

GR 12044

WHICHEVER ONES
YOU CHOOSE
THESE WON'T LET
YOU SNOOZE
"RAGTIME BANJO BALL"
with call by Paul Moore
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"LET'S GO-0 BACK TO
DONEGAL"
with call by Vern Smith
of Dearborn, Michigan

flip instrumental
flip instrumental
TOP 25035
TOP 25036
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SQUARE DANCE FUN
DURING CENTURY 2 1
featuring
WORLDS FAIR
SEATTLE 1962

The AQUA BARN'S STAFF
of Outstanding Northwest
callers

Robby Robertson

Joe Hall

•

1-1(1)■ 1 Shoemaker

Roy Coo,

f ,nest Price

Jack Johnson

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
(except Sunclo

******************* SOMETHING SPECIAL *******************
Century 21

NORTHWEST SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
• FRIDAY, AUGUST 17th — "Kick-Off" DANCE on the Fair Grounds!
• SATURDAY, AUGUST 18th — CLINICS (Callers, Square & Round Dance) and
FUN DANCES going on all day!
• SATURDAY, NIGHT — BIG "GALA" DANCE (with spectacular intermission
entertainment) featuring OUTSTANDING CALLERS from the Western States
and Canada!
GET YOUR APPLICATION IN EARLY — WRITE NOW FOR REGISTRATION APPLICATION I

sponsored by

T Rt ACUA DARN
12301/2 Westlake Avenue No.
Seattle 9, Washington

What's
Happening
To All
Ouz•
Square
Dancers?
by

JOHNNY SCHULTZ

A number of years ago, I said,
"Someone will undoubtedly come out
with a new fundamental (and I picked
the most unlikely thing I could think
of) called 'Hoop De Doo'." And so
help me here it is . . . in the February
issue of AMERICAN SQUARES.
I have no malice toward AMERICAN SQUARES magazine. They try
to report everything that comes outwhether they agree or not — which is
the thing any good publication should
do. (And AMERICAN SQUARES is
my favorite! ) But you callers that
come up with this "stuff" . . . don't

you realize you are digging your own,
and many other, graves, when it comes
to square dancing?
Back in the late '40's and early '50's,
dancers had to almost learn a dance
routine to do the dance, because the
commands and fundamentals were not
self-explanatory. It was possible to
learn these routines because there were
only about forty dances being taught.
Then, as more dances came out and
square dancing became popular all
over the world, there was a need for
standardization of commands and fundamentals so that wherever a person
danced, all commands would be understood the same, and executed the same.
For years we enjoyed the new dance
routines as they came out because they
were self-explanatory and could be
followed with ease. With a little
thought, it could be that way again. If
callers and choreographers would only
(as my wife Bee so aptly put it) stop
eating those pickles with ice cream
before going to bed, they wouldn't
come up with these night-mares that
they call fundamentals.
Many of the new fundamentals
(rather, night-mares) are only an old
fundamental with a new name — or
9

a combination of two or more fundamentals by a new name . . . which is
u:terly confusing. For instance:
Hoop Da Do
(ugh!)

same as, Dive thru

combination of
Star-thru, California Twirl
Pass the Buck
same as, Bow Knot
Double the Buck some as, Dixie
Twirl
All 4 Couples
Star - thru
same as, Pass Your
Corner, Star-thru
Fold the line
same as, Ends Turn
In
All Eight Chain
same as, Right to
Your Corner, Pull
Her By, Turn the
Star-twirl

Next
Two entirely different movements
with the same name:
Shoot The Moon....same as Heads separate, Ends Turn In
Or Out, and also
Ends Star-thru,Centers Cross-trail

Why two different commands for
the same movement?
Star thru — Snaperoo
Frontier Whirl — California Twirl

These are some of the things that
our average dancers and particularly
students rave about. They ask why,
why, why? ? ? When you are teaching a fundamental to a class, they
learn it fine, but when you must explain that this same fundamental is
called by another name, by different
callers, on different recordings . . .
that is hard to explain. I do know
that we are loosing the cream of our
square dance population by all this
confusion, even before they've danced
six months.
Our so called self-explanatory calling in the past three years has gone
back to, and is even worse than, when
square dancing began, because there
are so many more "fundamentals" to
memorize. Lines Divide, Lines Retreat, Add To the Line, Subtract From
10

the Line, Spread the Mustard, Shake
the Dice, Shuffle the Deck, Substitute,
Wheel To a Line, Dixie Star-thru, and
dozens of others. Sometimes I've
thought of closing up my artificial
I imb shop and investing heavily in the
pickle and ice cream industry.
To stop this craziness before it really kills square dancing, would it not
be feasible to elect a nine couple team
as a clearing house for all these new
fu nl Luncntals? This nine couple team
would he of sound mind and well
versed in not only the new fundamentals but also the old. After this nine
couple team reviewed the new fundamental, making sure it was not a
duplicate of another fundamental, and
that it really added something to our
dancing . . . then it could be released
for publication. Of course this would
mean that all publications must work
whole-heartedly with the team, and
not publish a fundamental without
their recommendation. ( Just a thought,
that could work with the proper backing.)
Some of you bad dream choreographers might get a kick out of a new
fundamental that I have developed,
called "Stack the Deck." This tops
them all!
Promenade, don't slow down
Numbei one couple, on your hands
and knees
And "Stack the Deck" pretty as you
please (No. 4 couple climb on top
of the backs of No. 1 couple, now
No. 3 couple on top of them, and
No. 2 couple climbs clear to the
top)

There's a real high level! Now to
get out of this, the call goes:
Now the No. 1 couple roll away with
a half-sashay
Allemande left, while you're that way!

How about that! That's real pickle
and ice cream special ( with a little
garlic added)!
Come on you guys ... let's get back
to using the old noodle for something
besides a battering ram.

When Lucille and Andy Hall first
became grandparents many of their
Square Dancing friends chided them
about reaching this particular stage in
life. jokingly, the Halls threatened
to form their own club and exclude
anyone not a grandparent.
Other grandparents in the club
heartily agreed, and what began as a
joking, idle threat, snowballed into a
brand new club — the Grandparents
Square Dance Club of Westchester, Ill.
Currently the club has a membership
of 29 couples.
Marie and Bill Clarke, themselves
grandparents, call for the new club.
"Guests are always welcome," says
Lucille Hall, "but they must be grandparents.
As might be expected, the main interest of this club besides Square Dancing is grandchildren. The newest
grandparents each month are presented with baby bonnets which they wear

throughout the meeting. Baby rattles are used for "robbing" the squares
when there are uneven numbers of
squares.
The most unique idea of the group
is their "Prodution Line." This is a
bulletin board which lists the anticipated new arrivals, and later the
date, sex, weight, and name of the
little one when he or she is born. Congratulatory cards are then sent to the
new grandparents. The 29 couples in
the club now boast a total of 125
grandchildren.
Acording to Lucille, "The Grandparents are strictly a fun group. Most
of us had never met before, although
all of us are active in other clubs." A
future project of the G.P.s is a news
letter about their club's activities.
These dancers and their new ideas and
unique schemes for fun prove that
Square Dancing is for everyone.

GRANDPARENTS
II

COUNTRY
AND

CONTRA
Country dances first appeared in
England about 1500-1600. They were
quite literally dances of the countryside, as opposed to dances of the court.
As would be expected, they were gayer and freer than court dances; but
became very popular and were eventually danced even at aristocratic balls
and assemblies. Pepys mentions one
at court in Charles I's time. They still
kept the name of "country dance,"
though by now they were by no means
rustic. Indeed, they were highly sophisticated.
Originally they were of all shapes:
round, square, longwise, and so on.
A good selection of shapes is to be
found in the first edition of John Playford's "English Dancing Master"
(about 1650) which contains the first
known country dance directions. However, the round and square dances died
out quite rapidly and by about 1700
the only dances still being performed
were the "longways for as many as
will," which are of the type familiar
to New Englanders under the name of
"contra dance" with its system of active and inactive couples progressing
up and down the room.
This proved to be one of the most
popular systems in the history of the
dance; it remained the main form of
dance in England until well after
1800. It was taken by colonists to
12

America and flourished in New England until the Great War ( it never
completely died out ). In Scotland it
is still in full flower today.
The country dance spread all over
Europe. By 1710 the French had a
textbook of these dances. The French
term used was "contredanse." As a
translation of "country dance," this is,
of course, incorrect; but as a practical
word to use, it is more reasonable than
an accurate translation because the
dances had quite lost their original
rusticity.
The country dance did not become
really common in Europe, but flourished in England and, later, in Scotland and America, until two developments took place.
Just after 1800, France produced a
very flourishing type of dance — the
quadrille. A quadrille consisted of a
suite of about five figures, each of
which was called a "contredanse de
quadrille" or simply a "contredanse."
About 1820 there arose in England,
and spread rapidly abroad, some new
shapes of country dance; among them,
those of "Sicilian Circle," "La Ternpete," and the Scottish "Dashing
White Sergeant."
When they reached the continent,
they were included in the class "quadrille," in which they did not fit too
badly. (If New England had no contras, and then the Vermont "Tempest"

DANCES
by HUGH THURSTON

was suddenly discovered, it would be
quite natural to class it as a variant of
the square dance). To keep the confusion, about this time French became
the official language of the dance, and
everyone used French terms, like
"moulinet" for "star" or "pousette"
for "draw." Even today, there is no
real English equivalent of "fouette,"
..entrechat" or "pas de Basque."
As a result of all this, the ordinary
English country dances began to be
called "contredanses"; and for a while
people spoke of "English contredanses," meaning country dances, and
"French contredanses," meaning quadrilles.
Unfortunately, dancing-masters are
rarely any good at etymology, and one
of them who wrote a book (G.H.S.
Chivers) thought that the English
term "country dance" had nothing to
do with "country" but was derived
from the French "contredanse"—the
exact opposite of the truth. This fallacy became very popular, helped presumably by the fact that at this date
country dances were not at all rustic,
until Cecil Sharp investigated the matter shortly after 1900. It took only a
glance into a good French or English
dictionary. (I mean, of course, a dictionary of the kind which gives the
dates at which words came into use,
like the big Webster or the Oxford).

In America (and to some extent in
Scotland) the name was "contra
dance." This may have been just a
compromise between "country dance"
and "contredanse" or it might have
been a question of dialect: the earliest
American reference I have seen called
them "country dances," and this is
merely a dialect version of "country
dances."
In Germany, the word used is "Kontratanz," which is, of course, a transliteration of the sound of "contredanse," not a translation of its meaning which would be "Gegentanz."
Similar words were used in Scandinavian countries. This accounts for the
fact that a Scandinavian "contra"
dance, such as the Danish "Kontra Ottetur," is nearly always a square dance,
and very rarely a longways dance, for
which the usual name is "Engelska"
or some similar term.
The topic of this article was suggested to me by Professor Harry LeBrun, who thought that many Americans did not know the derivation of
the word "contra dance." As a matter
of fact, there are still a number of
Scots (more conservative than the
English, if I may dare to generalize)
who still believe that the word "country dance" is derived from "contredanse"; and even some who think not
only this, but that the country dances
themselves are derived from French
contredanses!
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Interludes
by CHARLEY THOMAS

An Interlude is a figure which
brings the dancers back to the same
formation (though not necessarily the
same position) as they had assumed
before the call. Some callers refer to
an Interlude as a Zero Figure.
Every caller uses Interludes to some
extent either intentionally or unintentionally. A traveling caller may use
them so often that they become second nature to him. A few callers use
Interludes without ever realizing it.
They simply know that a certain
figure will get the dancers back to the
original formation.
The purpose of an Interlude is to
extend the dancing time and change
the pattern. A short figure can be
lengthened and made so intricate that
the dancers will marvel at the caller's
ability to keep the sequence in mind.
What really occurs is that the caller
keeps only short sequences in mind.
Then he simply shuffles them around

as the possibilities arise. Let us take
for an example the following dance
by Paul Hunt.
Head couples half square thru
Between that couple and around one
to a line of four
Forward four and four fall back
Just the ends box the gnat
Center four star thru
Everybody pass thru
Allemande left . . .
The dance is a nice little number.
It moves smoothly and has a rather
different ending which makes it interesting. But, it is hardly long
enough for a beginning, let alone
for a dance. By introducing some
Interludes the dance can be expanded.
There arc only two standard positions in the dance — the square position and lines of four with the gentleman on the right. Interludes should
be inserted in these places.

IDEA

rl
IDEA
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Head couples bow and swing
Side ladies chain
Heads down the center divide the
ring around one
Same ladies chain
Sides divide and star thru

The dancers are now in their original formation but moved one quarter to
the right. They've "stirred the bucket." The original heads are in the
side positions and vice versa. It is
important that the couple who does
the first part of Mr. Hunt's dance be
designated correctly. Instead of calling for the heads or sides, it is better
to designate the "same" couple.
Same couple half square thru
Between that couple and around one
to a line of four
We have now reached another

standard formation — lines of four
with the gentleman on the right. Now
slip in another Interlude.
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again, pass thru
Join your hands and the ends turn
in
Square thru in the center again
Three quarters 'round
Between that couple and around one
to a line of four

This puts the dancers in the same
formation, although across the square
from where they were at the end of the
first two lines of the original call. The
closing figure is added now.
Forward eight and eight fall back
Just the ends box the gnat
Center four star thru
Everybody pass thru
Allemande left . . .

The dancing time of this short figure has been almost tripled. Now call
for the sides. Use different Interludes and the dance will be almost
unrecognizeable. Here are some examples.

!IVieW•••••Veen

Sides forward and back
Right and left thru
Ladies chain
Sides lead to the right and circle
four
Side gents break to a line of four
Forward and back
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Face your partners and back again
Just the ends star thru

The dancers are back at home again
and ready to start the dance. However,
the ends who just starred thru are the
sides and they were the active couples
in the last dance. You can use them
again or you can call to the center
couple.
Center couple forward and back
Right and left thru
Square thru four hands 'round
Between that couple and around one
to a line of four

Again we are at a standard position so add another Interlude.
Forward eight and back
Star thru
Those who can right and left thru
Outside four frontier whirl
Center four pass thru
Between that couple and around one
to a line
Bend the line

And, finally the ending:
Ends box the gnat
Centers four star thru
Everybody pass thru, allemande left

.•.
Such are two of the uses of Interludes. Many callers have been using
them. There is a definite need for
more Interludes in the caller's repertoire. Many of these will be published
in future AMERICAN SQUARES.
Your contributions to such a collection
are welcomed.

eVe•Me000:
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WESTERN STATES
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION

THREE FULL DAYS OF
SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
PANELS • WORKSHOPS
FASHION SHOWS
EXHIBITS

FEATURING
*
*
*
*
*
*

MAY 24, 25, 26

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Save 25c per person, per day.

Buzz Brown
Johnny Schultz
Jack Livingston
Jerry Haag

* Al Berry

Come, join the fun at fabulous Las Vegas. Dance
at the plush convention center that accommodates
9,000 dancers on one large floor. This huge center also has many smaller rooms for workshops,
panels and groups of 25 to 50 squares. You've
heard about it, you've read about it . . . Las
Vegas is truly a convention city with all the
facilities to make your stay enjoyable, memorable. If you register before May 1, the cost is
only a $1.50 per person per day — after May 1,
$1.75. Plan NOW to bring the entire family
to Las Vegas,
REGISTER BEFORE MAY 1

Bob Osgood
Bob Van Antwerp

* Bob Johnston
* Randy Stephens
* Vaughn Parrish
* Dude Sibley
* Larry Fought
* Joe Hall
* Drew Whitney
* Jim & Ginny Brooks
* Ross & Penny Crispino
* Bob & Helen
Smithwick
* Tommy & Genevieve
Thomas
* Pete & HalenMighetto

ADVANCE REGISTRATION BLANK
We would like

NAME ,,

reservations

Hotel

at:

Motel

ADDRESS..

Trailor Court
, STATE.

CITY
BRING THE KIDS

TOTAL REGISTRATIONS

Registration entitles children to dance or participate in
other activities.

EACH DAY
Total number of persons to be registered each day, including children:

Number of chlidren to be registered
Name

Age

Thursday, May 24
Friday, May 25

Name

Age

Name

Ago

Saturday, May 26

Send this blank with check or money order to WESTERN
STATES SCHIARE DANCE CONVENTION, Box 645, Las
W.IN, Nwwir.

TOTAL FOR ALL DAYS
At $1.50 each per day $

Spore PopeeWorkshop
CHEWING GUM

STAR TWIRL BREAK

by Allie Morvent, Alexandria, La.

By Chuck Woodbury
Coulee Dam, Wash.

Record: Go No. 104— Instrumental,'
calls by Allie Morvent.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Now walk around that corner girl,
turn a right hand 'round your own
Men star left, go full around, put an
arm around your own
Star promenade that lady, you'll hug
and squeeze her tight
Then all four ladies backtrack, turn
the partner with a right
Then allemande left your corner and a
grand old right and left
And when you meet your honey you
promenade that pet
Take her home and swing her and
ask her real polite
"Does the chewing gum lose its flavor
on the bedpost overnight?"
Figure:

Now one and three go right and left
thru, turn on around and then
Star thru and pass thru, right and left
thru again
Duck to the middle and square thru
three quarters 'round and then
Allemande left your corner, grand
right and left, you'll sing
"Does the chewing gum lose its flavor
on the bedpost overnight?"
Do-sa-do your partner, swing the
corner, hug her tight
Take her home and swing her and ask
her real polite
"Does the chewing gum lose its flavor
on the bedpost overnight?"
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)

The heads go forward, back to the
world
Star-twirl the opposite girl
Then star-twirl the outside two
Go on to the next and square thru
Three-quarters 'round
On to the next and pass thru
U turn back, then half square thru
Right and left grand . . .
TAG DANCE

By John Ward, Alton, Kan.
Promenade and don't slow down
Just keep on a-going around the town
The heads wheel around and star thru
Go right and left thru across from you
Do a curlique and follow the Jane
On to the next, two ladies chain
Turn 'em around and star thru
Go right and left thru across from you
Do a curlique and follow the Jane
On to the next, two ladies chain
Do a left square thru from where you
stand
With the corner girl go left allemande . . .
A QUICKIE

By Dr. Myron Redd, Marceline, Mo.
One and three pass thru, separate

'round one
Line up four and have a little fun
Go forward and back, then I shout
Pass thru, ends cross over, centers
turn about
Forward eight and back with you
Star thru the opposite two
Then right and left thru, turn the girl
SURPRISE! — allemande left . . .

SQUARE DANCE WORKSHOP is edited by Fred Bailey. It is composed of material submitted
by YOU — our readers. Mail original and creative material to Workshop Editor, AMERICAN
SQUARES, 2514 - 16th Street, Moline, Illinois.
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THAT OLD GANG OF MINE
by Bob Van Antwerp
Long Beach, Calif.

Record: MacGregor No. 907 — Instrumental /calls by Bob Van Antwerp.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Docey 'round your corner lady, swing
with your baby
Men star left around the ring
Turn your own a right hand swing,
a wagon wheel and make it spin
Girls hook on and walk along, star
along the way
Four little ladies back track, go twice
around and then
Second time, you meet him, you do-sado and then
Promenade, the gang's all there, waiting now to swing right there
"That ol' gang of mine."
Figure:

Head two couples square thru, four
hands around inside, you do
Split that two, around one, make a
line right there
Forward eight and back again, pass
thru the ends turn in
Dive thru, square thru, three quarters
'round
Swing that corner, go 'round and
around
Allemande left new corner, promenade your new girl 'round
Promenade, the gang's all there, waiting now to swing right there
"That ol' gang of mine."
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for
sides.)
GUESS WHO?
By Fred Balky, N. Las Vegas, Nev,
Lady no. one chain to the right
Turn her, man, don't take all night
Four ladies chain three-quarters 'round
Turn this girl with an arm around
Lady no. two chain right you do
Couples four and one go right and left
thru
The heads go forward, then back away
Right and left thru, then half-sashay
Couple two lead right and circle four
The ladies break and line up four
Couple four the same old thing
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Lead to the right and form a ring
Two gents will break to make the lines
Go forward eight and back in time
(Original) Gents three and four
Step into the middle and back once
more
With the girl across, star-twirl
The other two, you star thru
Guess who? Left allemande .
THE TWIST
By Joe Barcelow, Ionia, Mich.

Head ladies chain across the way
Turn 'em, then do a half-sashay
Heads lead right and circle up four
The ladies break and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, don't get lost
Centers in and cast-off
Three-quarters 'round, hear 'em squeal
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, you're doing fine
Centers out and bend the line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, don't get lost
Centers in and cast-off
Three-quarters 'round, hear 'em squeal
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, you're doing fine
Centers out and bend the line
Forward eight and back you sail
The center four, you cross-trail
Allemande left . . .
THE CRACKER
By Ken

Craig, North Palm Beach, Fla.

Head ladies chain across the town
Just turn that girl with an arm around
One and three do a half sashay
Star thru while you're that way
Two ladies chain and turn 'em around
Square thru when you come down
Count four hands and step right out
Bend the line and hear me shout
Two ladies chain, that's what you do
Turn 'em around and star thru
Circle half and dive thru, pass thru
Two ladies chain and turn 'em around
Square thru when you come down
Count four hands and step right out
Bend the line and hear me shout
Cross-trail thru, look-out, man
Allemande left . . .

COBO

By Joe Barcelow, Ionia, Mich.
Head two couples right and left thru
Turn 'em around and star thru
Pass thru, star thru the outside two
Square thru full around as you always
do
Pull 'em on thru, then U turn back
Opposite lady box the gnat
Change hands, left square thru
Full around, make two lines
Facing out, now bend those lines
Forward eight and back with you
Star thru, then left square thru
Full around and what'll it be
U turn back and box the flea
Change hands, square thru
Full around as you always do
Pull 'em on thru, then U turn back
Opposite lady box the gnat
Change hands, allemande left ..
AN UNNAMED FIGURE

By Dr. Myron Redd, Marceline, Mo.
One and three a half-sashay
Forward up, then back that way
Forward again, box the gnat
Around just one, line up four
Forward and back, then I shout
Pass thru, ends cross over, centers turn

about
Forward eight and eight fall back
The center four, you box the gnat
Pull 'em by, cross-trail thru
Around just one, line up four
Forward eight and eight fall back
Forward again and box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Square thru three-quarters 'round
Find old corner, left allemande . . .
SQUARE'S TWIST

by Edward "Babe" Gross
Jefferson City, Mo.
Allemande left, it goes like this
Face your partner, let's all twist
(Let two or three measures of music
play )
Swing your partner 'round and 'round
Square your sets as you come down
First and third go up and back
Forward again and box the gnat
Change girls, go right and left thru
A full turn around to the outside two

Inside arch, the outside under
Now substitute, don't you blunder
Star thru in the center of the floor
Sides divide and line up four
Forward eight and back like this
Turn it on, let's all twist
(Let two or three measures of music
play )
Turn off the switch, let her stand
Lady on the left, left allemande . .
SORTA WONDERING

By Charlie Guy, Las Vegas, Nev.
Record: Old Timer No. 8175—Instrumental 'calls by Charlie Guy.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Allemande left your corner, turn a
right hand 'round your own
The gems star left 3/4 'round the
square (swing by the right)
All the way around to the right hand
lady for an allemande thar
The gents swing in and back up in a
star
Throw in the clutch, left allemande
and around the ring you go
It's a grand old right and left boys and
then you promeno
I was sorta wondering if she likes to
dance with you
Just take her home and swing one
time you do.
Figure:

The side two couples right and left
thru
The head two couples swing
Then lead out to the right and circle
four just half way
Dive thru, star thru, 1/2 square thru
you do.
You split the sides, around just one,
you go down the center
Star thru, square thru, but just 3/4
'round
Allemande left your corner, pass your
own as you come down
You promenade the next little lady,
take her right on home
Hang on tight and keep her for your
own.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides,
Closer.)
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LEAP YEAR

By Bob Morris, Blythe, Calif.
The heads go forward, back with you
Two and four go right and left thru
Heads move in, do a half square thru
Then circle half with the outside two
Now drop hands, star an eight chain
thru (fill-in patter)
Meet that same two, do a right and
left thru
With the girl in front star-twirl
Two and four wheel around
All promenade, go 'round the town
The heads wheel around and pass thru
Go on to the next and star thru
Allemande left . . .
PROMENADE SASHAY

By Bill Peterson, Detroit, Mich
Promenade the same old way
Heads wheel around, do a half-sashay
Make lines, up and hack you glide
Pass thru, the lines divide
Dixie chain, on to the next
Two ladies chain, turn the same
Right and left thru with might and
main

Two ladies chain across the track
Cross-trail thru the other way back
Allemande left . . .
STAR THE WAVE

By Milton Lease, Palm Springs, Calif.
Heads to the center, do-sa-do
All the way 'round, rock to and fro
Side couples go forward and back
Star thru on a divided track
You're facing a girl, check it, man
Star thru the best you can
I.ines of four go forward and back
All pass thru, then U turn back
Just the ends, you box the gnat
Same two star thru, then stand pat
Sides to the center, do-sa-do
All the way 'round, rock to and fro
Head couples go forward and back
Star thru on a divided track
You're facing a girl, check it, man
Star thru the best you can
Lines of four go forward and back
All pass thru, then U turn back
Should he corner, left allemande . . .

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You

can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big

profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The

specialist

record distributors listed below will set you up in

business

if

you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details.
No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA
Old Timer Distributors
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix
CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd..
Temple City

NEW JERSEY
GEORGIA
Dance Record Distributors
Record Distributors
2.581 Piedmont Rd. N.E.. Atlanta 1159 Broad St.. Newark
ILLINOIS
Heritage House
P.O. Box 62, Moline

OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16, Bath

MICHIGAN
Square Dance Specialties
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street. Houston

MISSOURI
CANADA
Webster Record Distributors
Canadian Music Sales
124 W. Lockwood,
58 Advance Rd., Toronto 18, On t. St. Louis 19

UTAH
Vern Yates Distributors
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

Square & Round Dance Whole-NEBRASKA
sale
Square Dance Distributors
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 1815 Douglas St., Omaha

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
12301;2 Westlake Ave. N, Seattle 9
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JIM BEAM

By Bob Morris, Blythe, Calif.
The heads go forward, back with you
Two and four a right and left thru
Heads square thru three-quarters
'round, that's all you do
Then U turn back and star thru
Split the sides, go 'round one, get
four in line
Go forward eight, eight fall back
Now bend the line and box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Circle eight go 'round the land
Girls rollaway, go right and left grand
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME

by Joel Pepper, Fullerton, Calif.
Record: Sunny Hills No. 166 — Instrumental/calls by Joel Pepper.
Opener, Break and Closer:

Left allemande go home and swing
Four ladies prdmenade inside that old
ring
Do-sa-do, back to back you know
Left allemande around the ring you go
Now when you meet let's do a do-sa-do

You're gonna swing and promenade
that ring
Don't you cry, don't you sigh, you'll
get a
Glimpse of heaven "when your baby
swings with you."
Figure:

Now one and three go up and back,
square thru
Four hands around let's do the right
and left thru
Dive back thru, square thru three
quarters 'round
Left allemande go home and do a dosa-do
That corner swing, swing that corner
girl
Then promenade around the ring you
go ( full around)
Don't you cry, don't you sigh, you'll
get a
Glimpse of heaven "when your baby
swings with you."
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for
sides, Closer.)
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Imre Doom Worktifeds

NEW
BASICS
MIDWEST
•

"AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS

Newcomb

p.a. equipment

4148 - 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 7, Minn. TA-3-4662
•

ANDY'S RECORD CENTER

order by post card — we'll bill you
1614 N. Pulaski
Chicago 47, III. CA-7-1072

•

ART'S RADIO DOC

s /d records and Calif oner
409 Second Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
•

CALLERS & DANCERS SUPPLIES

p.a. units — records — badges
11041 So. Tolman Avenue
Chicago 55, III. BE 3-5527
•

ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP

most complete s/d shop in Midwest
3701 W. 10th Street
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098
•

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY

charge accounts invited
3414-16 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671
•

SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE

square and round dance records
Rt. No. 2, Box 15
Rapids City, S. Dak. 343-2517
•

SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP

clothing and'records
6508 Ogden Avenue
Berwyn, Illinois
•

SQUARE YOUR SETS

serving dancers since 1947
P.O. Box 262
Moline, Illinois, 764.0153
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New "basics" odd variety and interest to square
dancing. Some become a permanent part of our
activity, some die a fast death. Each month
a current proposed "basic" is explained and
workshopped for your consideration,

TWIST THE LINE BASIC

by Ray Hegarty, Kansas City Kan.
Done from two lines of four after
they have passed thru. The two persons on the ends of the line step forward, U turn back, and slide together
to form a line of two (or a couple).
The two persons who were the centers
of the line of four then go out around
the person facing them and U turn
back behind them, forming another
line of two (or couple). The square
is now in double pass thru position.

FIGURES AND BREAKS

by Ray Hegarty, Kansas City,

Kan.

The two head ladies chain across
Turn this girl and don't get lost
One and three pass thru, separate
Go 'round one and line up four
Forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and TWIST THE LINE
Double pass thru, the lead two left, the
next two right
Box the gnat with the first in sight
Right and left thru across the street
Cross-trail thru and keep it neat
Allemande left . . .
One and three do a half sashay
Lead to the right while you're that way
Circle up four, you're doing fine
Two ladies break and make the lines
Forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and TWIST THE LINE
Dixie chain with all your might

Ladies go left and gents go right
Allemande left ...
The two head ladies chain to the
right
Turn this girl, don't take all night
The new head ladies chain across
Turn her now, she's your new boss
One and three do a half sashay
Lead to the right while you're that
way
Circle up four, you're doing fine
Two ladies break and make the lines
Forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and TWIST THE LINE
Dixie chain, but watch it, man
Girls turn back, left allemande . . .

EAST
•

Square Acres
East Bridgewater, Mass.
•

DANCE RECORD CENTER
lastest serv.ce — biggest stock
1159 Broad Street
Newark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024

•

RECORD CENTER
folk-square-educational records
2581 Piedmont Road, N. E.
Atlanta 5, Ga.

A TWISTER

by Fred Bailey, N. Las Vegas, Nev.
Couple no. three a half sashay
Couple no. one, you swing and sway
Cross the ring and circle up four
No. one gent break to a line of four
Forward four and back in time
U turn back, then TWIST THE LINE
Pass thru and have a little fun
Separate and ya go 'round one
Into the middle, a right hand star
Turn it once and there you are
Corners all, left allemande . . .

EDITH MURPHY'S PROM. SHOP
latest records on approval

WEST
•

AQUA RECORD SHOP
largest s/d record stock in NW
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle 9, Wash. AT-4-9966

•

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
rend 4c stamp for our new catalog
P.O. Box 7176
Phoenix, Arizona

WARNING!

•

The entire contents of AMERICAN SQUARES is c o pyrighted! Written permission must
be obtained before any material
can be reproduced.
We are happy to share our
material with other Square
Dancers. However, authorization

must be obtained and credit
given. Address inquires on this
subject to Arvid Olson, Editor,
AMERICAN SQUARES, 2514-16th
St., Moline, Illinois.
LWro"411.0•■•■•••■•ft

SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
we have "pops" for rounds

1928 W. Valley Blvd.
Alhambra, Calif.

CANADA
•

CANADIAN MUSIC SALES CORP.
largest stock in Canada

58 Advance Road
Toronto 18, Ontario
• GERRY HAWLEY
square and round dance records
34 Norman Crescent
Saskatoon, Sask.

I
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Aeoemd &Pee Works-shop
WILL - 0 - WEE

by Alis and Dan Pearson

Edgewood, R.

I.

Record: Grenn No. 14037.
Position: Open, Facing LOD, inside
hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite. Direction for M.
Intro: Wait 2 meas. Slowly Balance
Apart, Point; Together, Touch;
Meas:
1-4 Fwd, Step/Step, Face, Step/Step;
Roll, 2, 3, 4; Fwd Two-Step, Fwd
Two-Step; Pivot, 2, Twirl, 2;

In open pos, facing LOD, inside
hands joined, step fwd on L, close
R, step L in place, step swd twd
RLOD on R to face ptr and assume
momentary Butterfly pos, close L,
step R in place; both roll down LOD
in 4 steps L,R,L,R (M turning L,
W-R), assume semi-closed pos; do 2
fwd two-steps; do a full CW couple
pivot in 2 steps L,R, man walks fwd
LOD L,R alongside W as W makes 1
complete R-face twirl in 2 steps R,L
under M's L-W's R arm, ending in
open pos inside hands joined, facing
LOD.
5-8 Repeat measures 1-4 ending in
Butterfly Banjo Pos. (R hips adjacent) M facing LOD .
9-12 Fwd Two-Step, Fwd Two-Step;
Lady Under, 2, 3, 4; Fwd Two-Step,
Fwd Two-Step; Lady Under, 2, 3, 4;

In Butterfly Banjo do 2 fwd twosteps; M walks 4 steps L,R,L,R,
slightly diag., twd wall, while W
crosses in front of M circling R under
M's L-W's R arm in 4 steps R,L,R,L
ending in Butterfly Sidecar (L hips
adjacent) W on inside facing
RLOD, M on outside facing LOD;
do 2 fwd two-steps; M walks 4 steps
L,R,L,R slightly diag. twd COH ending with his bk to COH, while W
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crosses in front of M circling L
under M's R-W's L arm in 4 steps
R,L,R,L ending with her bk to wall,
both in Butterfly pos.
13-16 Balance Left, Balance Right;
Walk Away, 2, 3, 4; Side, Behind,
Side, Front; Side, Behind, Side,
Front;

In Butterfly pos two-step bal. left,
two-step bal. right; walk away from
each other (M turning L, W-R)
making a sm. circle in 4 steps L,R,
L,R ending in Butterfly pos M's bk
to COH; do an eight step grapevine
along LOD, step L to side, R behind
L, L to side, R XIF of L, (W XIF
also); repeat stepping L to side, R
behind L, L to side, R XIF of L, to
end facing LOD in open pos, inside
hands joined.
17-20 Walk, 2, 3, Swing; Roll RLOD, 2,
3, Touch; Fwd Two-Step, Fwd TwoStep; Pivot, 2, Twirl, 2;

Walk fwd in LOD L,R,L swing R
ft fwd; drop hands, both roll RLOD
R,L,R, tch L to R, (M turning R,
W-L) end facing LOD, assume semiclosed pos; do 2 fwd two-steps; do a
full CW couple pivot in 2 steps L,R
man walks fwd LOD L,R alongside W as W makes 1 complete Rface twirl in 2 steps R,L under M's
L-W's R arm, ending in open pos
facing LOD, inside hands joined.
21-24 Repeat measures 17-20.
25-28 Turnaway Two-Step, Two-Step;
Two-Step, Two-Step; Side, Behind,
Side, Touch; Side, Behind, Side,
Touch;

Releasing hands, turnaway from ptr
(M-L W-R) in a sweeping circle in
4 two-steps; assume Butterfly pos,
M's bk to COH, step L to side, R behind L, L to side, touch R; in RLOD
step R to side, L behind R, R to side,
touch L, end facing ptr in Butterfly

Pos.

29-32 Lady Under Two-Step, TwoStep; Lady Under Two-Step, TwoStep; Turn Two-Step, Turn Two-Step;
Twirl, 2, Twirl, 2;

waltz 1 meas making. a 1/2 R face
turn to end with M facing LOD;
start fwd R ft and waltz 1 meas fwd
in LOD;

Drop rear hand hold and as M twosteps diag. twd wall, W two-steps
diag. twd COH in front of M under
M's L-W's R arm, as ptrs turn to face
they both do a two-step; join new
leading hands ( M's R-W's L) as M
two-step diag. bk twd COH, W twosteps diag. twd wall in front of M
under M's R-W's L arm, as ptrs turn
to face they both do a two-step and
assume closed pos; do 2 turning twosteps; M walks fwd LOD in 4 steps
L,R,L,R as W does 2 R-face twirls
in 4 steps R,L,R,L under M's L-W's
R arm, ending in open pos facing
LOD, inside hands joined, ready to
repeat the dance;

5-8 Fwd, Side, Close; Bwd, Side, Close;
Waltz Turn L; Waltz Turn L;

Perform Entire Dance for a Total of
Two Times.

After the second sequence of the
dance, face partner and acknowledge.
WALTZ LAMENT

by Buck and Larry Hitt
San Dimas, Calif.
Record: Windsor No. 4673.
Position: Open-facing pos, M's back
twd COH, M's R and W's L hands
joined.
Footwork: Opposite throughout the
dance, steps described are for the M.
Introduction (4 meas.)

Meas:
1-4 Wait; Wait; Bal Apart, Point, -; Bal
Together (to Closed), Touch, -;

Wait in Open-Facing pos for 2 meas;
bal bwd away from partner and twd
COH on L ft, point R toe fwd to
floor twd partner, hold 1 ct; bal fwd
twd partner and wall on R ft to take
Closed pos with M's back twd COH,
touch L toe beside R ft, hold 1 ct;
Dance
1-4 Bal Bwd; Maneuver Waltz; Waltz
Turn R; Fwd Waltz;

In Closed pos, bal bwd twd COH on
L ft, hold 2 cts; start R ft fwd twd
wall and waltz 1 meas maneuvering
to turn 1/4 R to end with M facing
RLOD; start L ft bwd in LOD and

Still in Closed pos, step fwd in LOD
on L ft, step to R side twd wall on R
ft, close L ft to R; step bwd twd
RLOD on R ft, step to L side twd
COH on L ft, close R ft to L; start
fwd in LOD on L ft and waltz 2
meas down LOD making 3/4 L
face turn to end in Closed pos. M's
back twd COH;
9-16 Repeat the action of Meas. 1-8
except to adjust during Meas. 16 to
a Side-Car pos with L hips adjacent, M facing RLOD;
17-20 Sidecar Bwd; Shift to Banjo;
Banjo Fwd; Turn to Face;

In Side-Car pos and starting L ft,
waltz 1 meas bwd in LOD; start R ft
and waltz 1 meas down LOD while
shifting from Side-Car pos to Banjo
pos with R hips adjacent, M facing
LOD, M turning smoothly 1/2 L
and W turning smoothly 1/2 L; in
Banjo pos and starting L ft waltz
1 meas fwd in LOD; start R ft and
waltz 1 meas fwd down LOD while
both turn 1/4 R to face, taking
Closed pos, M's back twd COH;
21-24 Bal Apart, Point, -; Spin Maneuver; Waltz Turn R; Waltz Turn R (to
Closed);

With both hands joined, bal away
from partner twd COH on L ft,
point R toe fwd to floor and twd
partner, hold 1 ct; M gives W a gentle lead as she makes a solo spot spin
with 3 steps, L-R-L, making a 3/4
turn to end facing LOD, while M
waltz 1 meas starting R ft to maneuver a 1/4 R turn, ending in Closed
pos, M facing RLOD; start bwd in
LOD on L ft and waltz 2 meas down
LOD making a full R face turn and
ending in Sidecar pos, M facing
RLOD;
25-32 Repeat action of Meas. 21-24
except to End in Closed pos, M's
back twd COH;

Do entire dance three times. End
with partners acknowledging at
close of last sequence.
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MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1600—If You Knew Susie
Buford Evans, caller. Flip.
1601—Sukie
Buford Evans, caller. Flip.

BLUE
STAR

1602—Frankie and Johnny/Jolly Polka
Rounds.
1603—Thunderbird/Showboat
Hoedowns.
1604—April Showers
Larry Faught, caller. Flip.

1136 Four Leaf Clover
Nathan Hale, caller. Flip.
1137—Tuck Me To Sleep
Nathan Hale, caller. Flip.
1138—Jambalaya
Joe Robertson, caller. Flip.

BOGAN

1211—Wooden Heart
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.

BENZ

2211—Johnny Will/Swing Time
Harold Bausch, caller.
2210—Instrumental of above
2210X—Johnny Will
Harold Bausch, caller. Flip.

KEENO

1020—Whose Heart Are You Breaking
Now
Tommy White, caller. Flip .

LORE

1021—Pick Me Up On Your Way Down
John Hendron, caller. Flip.

45 rpm — $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

MERRBACH
PRESENTS

33 RPM
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Ca/6 'efirioitie
TEN TilifilfIC SQUARE DANCES F011 MOM
!INTRO BLUE STAR THIUMPII
FROM MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

Side 1
ARC YOU LONESOME TONITE;

ON THE SQUARE
SOMEBODY LOVES YOU
REVENGE
OLD FASHIONED LOVE

Side 2
BOX THE BUGS
WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHIN' IN
STARZIT
WHAT FUN IT'S GONNA BE
DEAL ME IN

LP 1003 - Andy Andrus Calls 'em Wild on his first LP album. You'll have hours
of fun and enjoyment dancing to this one.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

ROUND
DANCING
IS FUN
by BEA and BLAKE ADAMS

When one thinks of Round Dancing, many pleasant thoughts come to
mind. To single out just a few, we
could mention the fun, the wonderful
new friends, the pure joy of moving
to music, the sense of accomplishment.
All these, plus the relaxation of being
with folks who also enjoy our wonderful hobby.
Many folks are introduced to Round
Dancing at their Square Dance clubs.
The Rounds look so pretty that they
too wish to participate. This interest
often leads them to join a basic Round
Dance Class to learn the fundamentals.
They soon find that they are moving
more smoothly to music, their posture
has improved and they have greater
confidence in their ability to dance.
It then becomes apparent that they
have become much better Square
Dancers as well.
Others, who have longed to dance
but never had the opportunity to

learn, find they can readily learn the
waltz or two-step at a basic Round
Dance class. Before very long, they
are enthusiastic members of our fast
growing family, eager to acquaint
their non-dancing friends with this
delightful activity.
Folks attending a basic Round
Dance class find themselves among a
friendly group of people who share
the same desire to dance and in some
cases the same hesitancy to "get up
on the floor" for fear of looking foolish. Right here the first hurdle is
passed when they find they are not
alone.
As the class masters the steps, and
advances into learning the simple
routines, the fun starts to build, and
it continues to build. The dances become easier to learn and remember and
everyone begins to relax and enjoy
the company of their new acquaintances.

Bea and Blake entered the Round Dance field after becoming enthusiastic

Square Dancers. They teach teach several clubs in their area — they're
San Diego, Calif. Round Dance leaders — conduct workshops and have
been featured at festivals. The new Round Dance "Gaiety" on Grenn
label is their !alert composition.
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TREASURES, TREASURES,
TREASURES GALORE!
I

p

1. The TUFFIELDS present their annual waltz! Gracious, simple, flowing
and joyous, and set this time to Fred
Bergin's own tune — like Happy Waltz
—remember?
On the flip side a terrific mixer, in
which you can practice your schottische and waltz, all at the same
tempo.

NO. 247-45 REACH FOR THE STARS
Waltz by Jerry and Charlie Tuffield. "Poppy"
was always saying that — "reach for the
stars").

NO. 248-45 WALTZING MATILDA
A

happy mixer in mixed rhythms.

2. A pair of great little Viennesestyle waltzes done to glorious music in
Viennese tempo — but simple, simple.

NO. 45-401 THE BOLERO

Basic steps should be thoroughly
learned, as well as the ability to lead
or follow. As the class continues,
dancers will begin to develop a style
of their own.
We fee! that styling is a very personal thing—something which people
develop gradually, as they apply techniques they have learned. Often folks
will adopt a bit of styling they have
observed when dancing with or watching others in the group. One thing is
sure, however, as you develop a smooth
controlled style you will also increase
your pleasure in Round Dancing. To
know you look well gives a lift to the
spirit and puts wings on your feet.
The pleasure doesn't end there it extends out to all who watch a
group of Round Dancers — from the
teen-age groups to the retired and
active older folks.
Round Dancing is the answer to all
those who love to dance. It can be a
slow, dreamy waltz or a gay, lively
two-step. It can be a quick and light
hearted polka or a smooth intoxicating tango. It can range from a simple
fun loving "mixer" to a highly complicated bit of choreography. It can
be anything you want it to be, and
it's bound to be fun!

Not Spanish, but it has castenets; not a "bolero," but it feels like something special.

NO. 45-402 NIGHTS OF GLADNESS
—pure joy, and a child could dance it.

3. A re-issue on 45 rpm of two of
our greatest dances, by special request from the Washington D.C. Festival staff.

NO. 2501 SORRENTO
Waltz by Dena M. Fresh.

NO. 2502 AUTUMN WALTZ
by Helen and Boyd Popper.
All of the above have the additional cued
sequence by Don Armstrong.

Also, now available on 45 rpm as
as 78 rpm.
NO. 45-105 LACES AND GRACES
sweetest of two-steps.

NO. 45-106 GLOW WORM GOVOTTE
best of gavottes.

NO. 45-109 WALTZ OF THE BELLS
perennially precious.

NO. 45-110 THE IRISH WALTZ
most beautiful.

NO. 45-121 THE TUCKER WALTZ
hilarious mixer.

NO. 45-122 FIVE FOOT TWO
one of the great mixers of all time.
These all have a cued sequence by Lloyd Shaw.
And our instruction sheets are full of information.
TERRIFFICI
ask for our catalog

Lloyd Shaw Recordings, Inc.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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Met:

By Frank L. Kaltman
When You're Swinging/Instrumental

LORE 1017

Square Dance called by Tom Mullen
Tom Mullen delivers a really infectious "When You're Swinging." Quite a
pleasant record for dancing.
Everything is Rosy Now/Instrumental

LORE 1019

Square Dance called by Tom Mullen
Another pretty good item for Tom Mullen. It seems that Lore has improved
its production facilities. Congratulations!
Near You/Instrumental

LORE 1018

Square Dance called by Louis Calhoun
This is just as well done as the other Lore records this month, but I just dislike "Near You" as a square dance tune.
Somebody's Taking Your Place/Instrumental

LORE 1016

Square Dance called by Louis Calhoun
A very pleasant singing call.
The Old Red Barn/Instrumental

DASH 2537

Square Dance called by "Singin' Sam" Mitchell
A pleasant singing call delivered in excellent style. Medium club level.

TWO CALLER-TEACHER MANUALS
ESSENTIAL FOR ALL LEVELS OF CALLING EXPERIENCE

BY JACK MANN
COMPACT VERSION

ENLARGED EDITION

Contains a large collection of dances
for the repertoire. System of symbols
for writing dances in shorthand. Important pointers on dealing with beginner classes. Abundant exercise material arranged in logical sequence, for
teaching a 1S-week square dance
course. Only . . .

Some contents as the compact version

$2.00

Add 22 cents for Air Mail POSTPAID

FILL OUT
AND MAIL
Enclose Cash,

Check or
Money Order

plus: Exact phraseology for teaching
each basic. Important pointers on
children's classes. Full supply of material especially suitable for one-night
stands. Specific pointers on selecting
the proper patter record. $3

.00

Add 27 cents for Air Mail POSTPAID

JACK MANN, 540 ALCATRAZ, OAKLAND 9, CALIF.
Please send me a copy of your book as checked

Version

$2.00 P.P.
Name

❑

Address
City

L1■■■■■■•■,•■•■=ww■
_;0

n Compact

I
I

Enlarged Version
$3.00 P.P.

State

■elimm

semi

Bringing Home the Bacon/Instrumental

MacGREGOR 903

Square Dance called by Bob Van Antwerp
A very infectious singing call with a real lilt to it. Medium club level and
not only easy to call, but easy to dance.
Who/Instrumental

MacGREGOR 904

Square Dance called by Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
A nice old standard, about •40 years old, with a new dance. Brother Jones does
it proud. Glad to have this record.
Humble Hoedown/Instrumental

MacGREGOR 905

Hoedown called by Jerry Helt
Jerry Helt, with beautiful diction, presents a very complex series of movements,
which will make all of the club dancers delightfully happy.
Sweet Sue/Instrumental

MacGREGOR 906

Square Dance called by Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
Not sensational, just very pleasant dancing. A nice call. A very welcome
addition to the MacGregor catalog.
That Old Gang Of Mine/Instrumental

MacGREGOR 907

Square Dance called by Bob Van Antwerp
A well played nostalgic tune, with a medium level club figure, well done by
Bob Van Antwerp.
MacGREGOR 908

Too Old/Instrumental

Square Dance called by Jerry Helt
Jerry Helt does that old hit dance, "Too Old To Cut The Mustard." And how
he does it! We practically insist that all our friends buy this record, it is great.
PROFESSIONAL

KALLER'S
KIT

1

Famous Brands
ti

1. Newcomb Record Changer
and PA System. List $366.00
2. Electro-Voice Mike.
List $72.50
3. 50 Square Dance Records.
List $72.50
JOTAL VALUE $511.00

SPECIAL ONLY $279.50
Complete • Cash
Terms Available • Immediate Delivery
Money Back Guarantee

square YOUR 5.

1

1111151111:11Z
1.

1. Newcomb TR-1640M-HF2. Two cases:
audio unit with cover; 2 two-way 50
watt speaker systems in split case, 4-speed
variable speed motor, new ceramic cartridge, sturdy crackproof plywood case.

P.O. BOX 262, MOLINE, ILLINOIS

2. Electro-Voice Model 636, chrome finish,
18 ft. cable, tiltable head, "Slimair" dynamic, fully guaranteed.

FREE CATALOGS: Order all your square
or round dance records, books, sound
equipment, accessories from us.

3. 50 Brand New Records. Your choice
of SQUARE or ROUND dance. Our selection but we know you'll be pleased.
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Mountain Music/Instrumental
TOP 25031
Square Dance called by Dick Jones
"Mountain Music," called by Dick Jones is very welcome. A terrific call to a
terrific instrumental.
TOP 25032
Square Dance called by Dick Leger

Jambalaya/Instrumental

Dick Leger again delivers a terrific record. "Jambalaya" should be a great hit.
SETS IN ORDER 120
Square dance called by Earle Park

Lies/Instrumental

Medium level club call. The instrumental is of superb recording quality.
When My Baby Smiles At Me/Instrumental
SUNNY HILLS 166
Square Dance called by Joel Pepper
A glossary singing call, in the California style. Nicely called and well played.
Medium club level.
Old Mountain Dew/High Gear
SUNNY HILLS 170
Hoedowns played by Jack Carter and the Country Ramblers
A couple of rather interesting novelty hoedowns, with a banjo lead. Very well
done, medium speed.
Along the Colorado Trail/Instrumental
LIGHTNING S 1102
Square Dance called by Don Franklin
A very pleasantly delivered singing call with a unique style. This man has
something to contribute.
LIGHTNING S 1103
Starry Eyes/Instrumental
Square Dance called by Don Franklin
A terrific record. However, it is recorded in a minor key, which may give some
of you a problem of adaptation. The better callers will be delighted.

ALBUMS FOR SQUARE DANCERS
* *

YES! ALL KINDS OF SQUARE DANCERS
SH 1001 to 1005 for those who want a challenge
dance
SH 1006 for the beginners
SH 1007 for those who want a fun level dance

TRY THEM THEY ARE FOR YOU
be sure you have all our latest releases and our albums
* *

SUNNY HILLS RECORDS
1600 SUNNY CREST
32

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

Basin Street Blues/Instrumental
WINDSOR 4813
Square Dance called by Robby Robertson
Another re-issue, and while it is technically excellent (the calling and playing),
I could never become enthusiastic about the tune as a square dance medium.
Trail of the Lonesome Pine/Instrumental
WINDSOR 4814
Square Dance called by Don Armstrong
A re-issue on 45 of an old standard which we need badly. Good quality and
an excellent record of a fine old standard.
Four-Couple Hash/Ends Cross Over//Chain Hash 'Cast-Off
Square Dances called by Johnny Davis
Johnny Davis continues with his outstanding series of workshop records.
This is excellent.

GRENN (EP) 13003

SETS IN ORDER 502
Square Dances

Wishing/Short Star//Someday Sweetheart/Deep Six

called by Lee Helsel
Another in the S10 series of miniature LP's. Lee Helsel delivers a very professional performance. A welcome addition to the club dancers library.

BLUE STAR 1002 (LP)
New Dances and Old Favorities
Square Dances called by Marshall Flippo
Marshall Flippo does

another "Flippo" LP. Great stuff.

Consideirng the enormous flood of new recordings, I would say that this month's
lot are unusually good. Perhaps the publishers are giving more attention to
editing their material. With very few exceptions, almost any record on this list
could be considered an acceptable and fairly good job.
FLK

The "BIG DADDY" of 'em All
15th Annual

ROCKY MT.
SQUARE DANCE CAMP
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
atop Lookout Mountain in cool Colorado

JULY 15 — AUGUST 12
(four separate weeks)
Smithwicks
Arnfields
Al Brownlee
Partial Staff: Ray Smith, Johnny LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, Tex Brownlee, Wally Schultz, Ernie Gross,
Jonny Jones, Gaylon Shull, Edna & Gene Arnfield, Helen & Bob Smithwick plus many others.

Only $60.00 per person for a full 7-day week.
Write PAUL KERMIET, Rt. 3, Go den, Colorado, for particulars.

Square Dance Dresses
ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR A FREE
SPRING - SUMMER 1962
SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE

RECORD CATALOG

Mother an'd Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses, Peasant
Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and mode to order . . . Send
for brochure and name of local supplier.

It's the Square Dance Industry's
Complete Guide
1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH, FLA,
TEL. JE 8-8794
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PINEWOODS CAMP — 34th Season
Long Pond, Buzzards Bay, Mass.
AnnerIcLm ond English Dances and Music

E

TWO DANCE WEEKS August 12 - 26
FOLK MUSIC WEEK August 26 - Sept. 2
RECORDER PLAYERS' WEEK August 5 - 12
CDS Dana• Leaders and Musicians

GUEST SQUARE DANCE CALLERS
folders for each week from

Country Dance Society of America
55 Christopher Street, New York 14, N.Y.

Pett - ?ate
TM Applied For

PETTICOAT COVER
Durable heavy plastic, elasticized top, drawstring bottom, handy carrying loops.
Storage without crushing.
Ideal for traveling.
Clear Plastic $2.00 ea. • 3 for $5.00
Plastic Lace 52 25 ea. • 3 for $6.00
Available to
Dealers

COUNTRY COTTONS
609 N. 9th St., Phoenix, Ariz

VELCO

STOP

MEANS SAFETY

SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
U

NO DUST — NO PARRAFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or

Sl()-DOVikk

11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only'
✓

AZIMI111=■\

,,VP

J. V. SUPPLY

P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

EASTER IN MEXICO
with PIUTE PETE
"MEXICAN SQUARE DANCE PARTY
1962" - APRIL 21st to MAY 6th
TOUR PRICE. $299. — not incl. airfare to Mexico
For complete details, contact:

Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

20, N. Y.

• BANNER AIDS — Ray Moeglich, author of "Club Banners Made
Easy and Attractive" ( March, 1962
AMERICAN SQUARES), has compiled several suggestions and a lettering guide to help you make a club
banner. This material is free for the
asking. Write to Ray Moeglich, AMERICAN SQUARES, 2514 - 16th St.,
Moline, Illinois.
• FREE RECORDS — Attention institutions, schools, churches, and all
other non-profit organizations! Several hundred new phonograph records
are available free of charge to worthwhile groups who can put them to
good use. These records are on popular labels and are suitable for Round
and or Ballroom Dancing. Ideal for
any recreation program. Address your
request, including the number of records you can use, to Records, AMERICAN SQUARES, 2514 - 16th Street,
Moline, 111.
• MID-CENTRAL CONVENTION
— The Omaha S/D Callers Association is host to the 2nd Annual MidCentral State Convention, May 25-26,
at the Omaha Civic Auditorium. The
staff includes callers from Colorado,
Wyoming, South Dakota, Kansas,
Missouri, Iowa, and Nebraska. Dancers
will enjoy Square and Round Dance
workshops and hot hash sessions. For
more details contact: Glenn Lapham,
4971 S. 42nd St., Omaha, Neb.
• OHIO NEWS — Plan now to attend the 4th Annual Buckeye State
Square Dance Convention on May 4-6
to be held at Wampler's Barn, Dayton.
The program includes top-notch leaders, Round Dancing and plenty of
serene and challenge Square Dancing.
For registration write to: Rose Graziano, 609 E. David Rd., Dayton, Ohio.
On June 10, the SW Ohio Square
Dance Federation is sponsoring a Trail
Dance at Coney Island's Moonlight
Gardens, Cincinnati for dancers on
their way to Miami Beach. — Tommie

Jane and Berle Huffman
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iCafax
new releases

• AQUA RECORDS — All folk
dancers and music lovers will like the
new record series Aqua Records introduces this month. It is the "Viking
Folklore Series" and feature authentic
Scandinavian music recorded in the
lands of origin. The records issued
this month feature Folk and Oldtime
dances from Sweden, Norway and
Denmark.

NO. 1015
DO IT YOURSELF RED WING

• WISCONSIN DANCERS — The
1st Annual Springtime Square Dance
Jamboree will he held in LaCrosse,
Wisc. on May 18. This event is sponsored jointly by the Happy Twirlers
and the Greater LaCrosse Chamber of
Commerce. Dancing begins at 8:30 in
the Sawyer Auditorium with Ed Gilmore as the featured caller.

CALLER: C. 0. GUEST

• KENTUCKIANA FESTIVAL April 27-29 is the week-end for the
4th Annual Kentuckiana Festival at
the Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center in Louisville. Featured callers this
year are Red Warrick, Bruce Johnson,
and Bob Page. Date and Dot Foster
will conduct the Round Dance workshop. Ed Preslar is the program MC
and after-party chairman. Write:
KSDA, Box 1553, Louisville 1, Ky.
• WYOMING TEENAGERS—Wyoming is having a State Teenage Square Dance Festival on May 12 at the
State Fairgrounds in Douglas. Housing for chaperoned groups is available. Write to Lee Malody, 257 N.
Nebraska, Casper, Wyo. — Lee
Malody
• OVERSEAS DANCERS — The
First Reunion of Overseas Dancers
will be held in August, 1963. The
three day affair will be complete with
workshops, party dances, dance sessions and after-parties. All dancers
who have danced overseas are asked to
contact: First Annual Reunion of
Overseas Dancers, 1724 S. Highland,
Amarillo, Texas. — Mac McGuire

CALLER: BILLY LEWIS

NO. 1016
I'M KINDA GONNA WANTA
SWING WITH YOU
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST
NOW ON 45 RPM

NO. 1006
PRETTY LITTLE THING
No. 1008
SHE LIKES DANCING THAT WAY
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST

all flip instrumentals
RHYTHM OUTLAWS BAND

KALOX RECORD DIST. CO.
316 Starr St., Dallas 3, Tex.

attention:
SQUARE
DANCE
STORES

jEwELRy
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

TO YOU !
Made
by
Square Dancers
Write on
For
Square
Dancers
your letterhead

for assortment
of Returnable
Samples

Pins, Bracelets, Pendants, Earrings, Bolos, Key Chains, Belt
Buckles, Car Emblems, Etc.

FRANK L. WILMARTH CO.

6 Curtis St., East Providence 14, R.I.

ONE STOP
FOR ALL YOUR RECORD NEEDS
complete stocks — 45's — 78's — LP's — squares
rounds — latin — pop — classical — jazz — kiddy

ALL ACCESSORIES
carrying cases — needles — cleaner — cloths
Califones — diplomas — pins — you name it
CATALOGS AVAILABLE

FASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 592

GLENDALE, ARIZONA
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ALL NEW BOGEN VP-10

.50

Reg. $129.10

99
F.O.B.
CHICAGO

(1451111
‘

Portable Record Player and
Complete Sound System .
Plays all records up to 12'

all 4 speeds and
variable speed control. Automatic phono start.
Wide-range 10-watt peak amplifier. Complete

sound system in single easy-to-carry case with
heavy-duty 12" speaker and 25 ft. cable, oll for
less than 5100.
FREE MIKE! Enclose entire amount ($99.50)
check or M.O. and receive a fine quality Ameri.
can-made mike as bonus. No risk — satisfaction
guaranteed or money bock.

CALLERS SOUND SERVICE
11041 So. Tolman Ave., Chicago 55, Illinois

Become a nationwide square
dance recording star . . .
0 Callers, instrumentalists, bands have

• INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION — The 3rd International S 'D
Convention will be held at the New
Marlborough Hotel, Winnipeg, Canada, May 31, June 1-2. This is a good
opportunity for American and Canadian dancers to get to know one another.
Square and Round Dances are programmed and there are two halls for
easy and advanced dancing. Write:
Jack de Wolf, 132 Rowandale Cresc.,
Winnipeg 15, Canada.
• IOWA FESTIVAL—The 2nd Annual S 'D Festival sponsored by the
Square Dance clubs of Council Bluffs,
Iowa will be held April 7, at the
Chanticleer Auditorium from 8 to 11
p.m. Callers will be Johnnie Roth,
Bill Speidel, and Ken McCartney. Frank Ronk
• INDIANA FESTIVAL — The
South Bend Callers Club is planning
their 12th Annual Square Dance Festival sponsored each year for the benefit of the YMCA Building Fund on
May 26. Dancing will be at the Laurel
Club with two floors available for
both Round and Square Dancing
at all levels.

your tape recordings pressed on 45
rpm records by a professional studio.

0National distribution guaranteed. Small
investment — big profits. Write for
complete details.

0

FREDLO RECORDING STUDIOS
2224 East 12th Street, Davenport, Iowa

DELL RON JEWELRY
IN LIFETIME PLASTIC

Irali

ki'd

Earrings — Bolo Tie Slide — Frontier
Tie Slide — Cuff Links — Necklaces
Black—White—Green—Blue—Red—Yellow
Round — Square — Oval — Rectangular

Only $1.10 inc. Fed Tax.
(Calif. residents add 4`% sales tax)

Dell Ron, Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif.
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• PEORIA YMCA BENEFIT — All
proceeds of the Square Dance being
sponsored by the Square Dance Clubs
of the Peoria, Ill. YMCA will go to
the YMCA World Service program.
Saturday, April 28 is the date and
dancing is from 8:30 to 11:30 in the
Y bldg., 714 Hamilton Blvd. Don Atkins of Concord, Calif. will do the
calling. — Max Kelley
• CAROLINA DANCERS — Mac
and Helen McGuire have graduated
one class and have a new one started
at Donaldson Air Force Base, Greenville, S. Ca. Their teen-age group at
Piedmont, S. Ca. is very active and a
new group is being formed. Over 500
happy dancers enjoyed the successful
Sixth Carolina Capers held in Columbia on Feb. 9 and 10. — Mac McGuire

• ILLINOIS KNOTHEADS — The
Knotheads of Illinois are holding their
Annual Spring Dance on April 1 in
Elgin. Dancing will be in the Blue
Moon Ballroom from I to 6 with
room for 500 dancers. The annual
election is also being held there. The
dance is open to all square dancers. Bob Luebbe
• WATSEKA JAMBOREE — April
15 is the date for the 2nd Annual Circle 8 Jamboree to he held in Watseka,
Ill. at the Southsidc G.S. Gym. Afternoon and evening sessions are planned.
Russ Bone is the club's caller. — Mrs.
Marvin Sweeney
• DELAWARE VALLEY CONVENTION — Set aside the dates now
— September 28-29 — for the Delaware Valley S/D Convention in Philadelphia, Pa. A large staff and complete program is planned. For details
write: Earle Phillips, 319 Conestoga
Rd., Devon, Pa.
• TULIP TIME FESTIVAL—What
could he better — Square Dancing and
Tulip Time in Holland, Mich. May 19
is the date for the 3rd Tulip Time
Festival Square Dance in the New Holland H.S. Fieldhouse. — John McClaskey

.,

• NEW YORK CONTEST — The
2nd Annual New York State Exposition Square Dance Contest and Festival will be in Syracuse on Sept. 1.
Dancing will be at the Exposition
Grounds with Herb Suedmeyer as the
caller. — Bernice Scott
• HOUSTON FESTIVAL — "Fun
for You in '62" is the theme for the
Houston S/D Council's 14th Annual
Square Dance Festival, on April 27-28
in the Sam Houston Coliseum. Harper
Smith and Joe Robertson will emcee.
Participating callers include: Andy
Andrus, Bob Augustin, Nathan Hale,
Ken Golden, Allie Morvent, Stub
Davis and many others. Music will
be by the Texans. A caller's swapshop, workshop and general dancing
will provide a fun-filled week-end. -Lew Torrance

3rd INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION
WINNIPEG, CANADA
MAY 31, JUNE 1 and 2
6 American Callers
6 Canadian Callers
4 Round Dance Leaders
Write:
Jack de Wolf,
132 Rowandale Crescent, Winnipeg,
Man. Canada

Travel 100 miles each
way (one square or
more) to attend club or
open dance. For application form write:

WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash.

'grad,

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
Why settle for anything less when an original
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Showroom" and compare the quality, styling and
value. You'll be amazed at the savings.

BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court — Miami 37, Fla.

----"m00111111m
BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE
S09 HAIR OF GOLD
flip — calls by Marvin Shilling

1102 COLORADO TRAIL
flip — calls by Don Franklin

703 LITTLE JOE THE WRANGLER
flip — calls by Buzz Brown

LIGHTNING S RECORD CO.
La Veto, Colo.
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presents

No. 825
GRAND SQUARE
and
ZACATECAS MARCH
grand square and grand march
instrumentals on 45 rpm
No. 900
ALABAMA JUBILEE
called by Mike Michele
flip instrumental
45 rpm
WESTERN JUBILEE RECORDS
Rt. No. 5, Box 693J—Phoenix 41, Ariz.

IF you are reading
somebody else's copy of

AMERICAN SQUARES
why not have your own?
mail this coupon today

AMERICAN SQUARES
2514 - 16th Street, Moline, Illinois
Please enter my subscription immediately.

Name
Address
City and zone
State
] CHECK

Lr: MONEY ORDER

A check or money order for $3.50 for 1
year (12 issues) is enclosed. (Add 50 cents
a year for Canadian and Foreign.)
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Apr. 1: Elgin, 111. Knothead Ann.
Spring Dance. Blue Moon Ballroom.
Apr. 1: Toledo, Ohio: Toledo Area
Callers Assn. Spring Fest.
Apr. 6-7: Birmingham, Ala. 9th Ann.
Ala. Jub. Municipal Aud.
Apr. 6-7: Dodge City, Kans. 7th Ann.
Southwest Kans. S/ D Fest. Municipal Aud.
Apr. 6-8: San Jose, Calif. 9th Ann.
Calif. State S/D Con. Santa Clara
Co. Frgds.
Apr. 7: Tacoma, Wash. Rainier Council Spring Fest. Armory.
Apr. 7: Charlottesville, Va. 8th Ann.
Va. S /D Fest. Memorial Gym, U. of
Va.
Apr. 7: Rochester, N.Y. Rochester Fed.
Dance-O-Rama. Cutler Union.
Apr. 7: Council Bluffs, Ia. 2nd Ann.
S D Fest. Chanticleer Aud.
Apr. 8: Toledo, Ohio. Spring Fest.
Sports Arena.
Apr. 13-14: Tempe, Ariz. Valley of
the Sun 15th Ann. S/D Fest. Union
H.S.
Apr. 13-15: Bridgewater, Mass. New
England Folk Fest.
Apr. 15: Des Moines, Ia. Ia. R 'D Fest.
Val Air Ballroom.
Apr. 15: Watseka, Ill. 2nd Ann. Circle
8 Jam. Southside G.S. Gym.
Apr. 20-21: La Cruces, N.M. Ann.
S 'D Fest.
Apr. 21; Paragould, Ark. State S 'D
Fed. Dance.
Apr. 27: San Antonio, Tex. San Antonio Area Assn. Dance. City Aud.
Apr. 27-28: Houston, Tex. 14th Ann.
S, D Fest. Sam Houston Coliseum.
Apr. 27-29: Louisville, Ky. 4th Ann.
Spring Fest. Frgds.
Apr. 28: Columbus, Nebr. Mid States
S/D Fest. National Guard Armory.
Apr. 28: Hoquian, Wash. Clamdiggers
Ann. Roundup Dance.
Apr. 28: Peoria, Ill. S/D Fest. YMCA.
Apr. 29: Painesville, Ohio. Spring
Fest. Rollerena.

SENSATIONAL NEW
SINGING SQUARE DANCE!
Packing the power and punch of a bolt of lightning, this spectacular new square dance comes
streaking through the skies to thrill and delight you
BRUCE JOHNSON (ol' Thunder Tonguehimself) belts out the calls to this number in a manner
well calculated to keep you in suspense.
The dance was brewed up by PHIL BOSTRAN of Winston Salem, N.C., and the PETE LOFTHOUSE BAND clouded up all over when they crashed out with the music.

JUST FOR 4tiji DANCING

Windsor No. 4809 (Flip- Instrumental))

Winosor Records

00-04X) VOLORES dyRan2.

THE

WESTERN WEAR

LEISURE
SHOP

Shirts, Dresses, Shoes,
Ties, Belts, Pants
SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mikes, P.A. Systems,
Tape Recorders

3122 - 23rd Ave., Moline, Illinois
Hours: 1 to 5, Mon. thru Fri.
10 to 5, Saturdays
and by appointment

SQUARE and ROUND
DANCE RECORDS

